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Abstract
If a locale has a Boolean coreection, then this coreection can be constructed by iterating the
dissolution functor A 7! Ad until it stabilizes at a Boolean locale. In this paper we characterize
-soluble locales, i.e. locales whose th dissolution is Boolean, for   4. There are examples of
spaces whose chain of dissolutions stabilizes at the rst, second, or third dissolution. Beyond that
no examples are known. We also give a sucient condition for insolubility which implies that
the locale of rational numbers has no Boolean coreection, and hence that the only metrizable
spaces with a Boolean core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0. Introduction
If a locale has a Boolean coreection, then this coreection can be constructed by
iterating the dissolution functor until it stabilizes at a Boolean locale. A locale is called
-soluble if its th dissolution is Boolean. In this paper we mainly consider the problem
of characterizing -soluble locales for small , and the related problem of characterizing
-insoluble locales.
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The notion of rare sublocale is the key notion used in these characterizations.
A locale A is (i) 1-soluble i it has no nonzero rare sublocales, (ii) 2-soluble i
each S  A has a largest rare sublocale i S(A) satises (ACC) for rare inclusions,
and (iii) 3-soluble i A contains no nontrivial rarefying family (a family F of sublo-
cales of A in which each element is covered by its rare sublocales contained in F).
(DCC) for rare inclusions between 1-insoluble sublocales (sublocales covered by their
rare sublocales) implies 3-solubility, but I do not believe that it is an equivalent con-
dition. However, I have no separating examples. There is also a more complicated
characterization of 4-soluble locales.
Typical examples of rare sublocales are: (i) points of sober spaces whose set theoretic
complement is not sober, (ii) pointless sublocales of Hausdor spaces, (iii) intersections
of complemented sublocales whose respective complements cover, and (iv) the smallest
dense sublocales d(A) of dense-in-themselves locales A.
There are separating examples for the notions of 0-soluble (Boolean), 1-soluble
(scattered), 2- and 3-soluble locales. For 0-, 1- and 2-soluble locales such examples are
well known; e.g. the sobrication of the natural numbers with the conite topology is
2-soluble, but not scattered. Here we construct a countable 3-soluble 2-insoluble space.
The construction uses nonprincipal ultralters, and a fairly straightforward argument
shows that this is unavoidable. I have no examples of 4-soluble, 3-insoluble locales.
The main result of the last section is that a locale is insoluble if all its Boolean
sublocales are extremally rare. This result implies that the locale of rational numbers
has no Boolean coreection, and hence that the only metrizable spaces with a Boolean
coreection are the scattered ones.
Dissolution locales and the problem of characterizing locales which have a Boolean
coreection were already considered in ‘Atomless parts of spaces’ [2] the paper in
which John Isbell introduced locale theory (I added current terminology in square
brackets):
\For every locale A there exist a zero-dimensional locale R(A) [Ad] and a mor-
phism R(A) ! A [cA :Ad ! A] inducing an isomorphism between the colocal lattices
[coframes] of closed sublocales of R(A) and of sublocales of A by direct image and
inverse image. This determines R(A) up to a unique isomorphism" [2, Theorem 1:3].
Other results contained in [2] are that (i) (−)d is a subfunctor of 1, (ii) the maps
cA are universal epimorphisms, and (iii) a locale A has a Boolean coreection i the
(possibly transnite) chain of dissolutions of A stabilizes (necessarily at the coreec-
tion).
Isbell also gave two examples of locales without a Boolean coreection, the countable
power of the Sierpinsky space and the Cantor set. If either of these two spaces had a
Boolean coreection then the topology of the coreection would be the free complete
Boolean algebra on countable many generators which does not exist.
The rst characterization of 1-soluble locales is due to Beazer and Macnab [1];
another equivalent condition was added by Simmons [11] who also characterized the
spaces whose sobrication is 1-soluble. The answer is basically the same in both cases,
the locale (or space) has to be scattered.
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The characterization of locales whose nth dissolution is Boolean in terms of a recur-
sively dened operator by Simmons in [12] unfortunately turns nearly into a tautology
(for n 2) once the recursive denition is unfolded.
Two later papers by Simmons [13,14] on idioms (complete lattices where the dis-
tributive law of frames is weakened just enough to accommodate lattices of submod-
ules) characterize 2-soluble locales as locales which can be exhausted by recursively
removing relatively complemented Boolean sublocales.
I have used the localic perspective throughout this paper (see [6,8] for comments
on this choice). But since the referee suggested the frame theoretic perspective as the
more appropriate choice in this particular instance, I should explain why I kept the
localic perspective.
For me the problem of characterizing locales which have a Boolean coreection and
among those, those whose rst, second, etc. dissolution is Boolean is not just to nd
such characterizations but rather to determine what, if any, is their topological signif-
icance. Here it becomes necessary to use locales rather than frames because phrasing
proofs and results in frame theoretic language often hides their topological meaning.
Much of this paper was written in order to analyze and to explain some of the
unusual properties of the 3-soluble, 2-insoluble space mentioned above (e.g. comple-
mented sublocales are closed under arbitrary joins, the smallest dense sublocale of its
dissolution is also its largest pointless sublocale). Working with frames and then hav-
ing to translate all results into topological terminology to be able to apply them did
not seem very economical.
1. Preliminaries
Notation follows [9] with one exception: the smallest dense sublocale of a locale A is
denoted by d(A) instead of D(A) to uniformize notation. d(A); clA(S); intA(S) and pl(A)
all denote sublocales of A (the smallest dense sublocale, the closure of S, the interior
of S, the largest pointless sublocale respectively), while T(A);Cl(A);B(A);C(A);R(A)
and S(A) all denote families of sublocales of A (the set of open, closed, Boolean,
complemented, rare and all sublocales respectively). N and Q denote the sets of natural
numbers and rational numbers respectively, equipped with the usual topology; Ord and
Card are the classes of all ordinals and all cardinals respectively.
We call two families S;T2S(A) disjoint if S ^ T = 0 for all S 2S; T 2T; sim-
ilarly we extend other operations or notions which are normally dened on the level
of (sub)locales to families. We also abbreviate ‘pairwise disjoint family of comple-
mented (respectively open, closed, arbitrary) sublocales’ to pdc-family (respectively,
pdu-family, pdf-family, pd-family).
Standard references for locale theory are [2,7]. For results on complemented sub-
locales and on largest pointless sublocales consult [6].
Most of the technical diculties encountered in this paper concern the process of
moving back and forth along the dissolving map cA = c1;0 :Ad ! A and composites
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Table 1
A Ad
Sublocale S Closed sublocale FS (with complement US)
Complemented sublocale C Clopen sublocale FC = UA−C
The supplement supA(S) of S clAd (US)
Smooth sublocale Regular closed sublocale
Rare sublocale R Nowhere dense (closed) sublocale FR
Distributive cover Cover
Stable cover Distributive (or also stable) cover
c; :Ad ! Ad between higher order dissolutions. Table 1 shows how to translate ba-
sic properties of (families of) sublocales of a locale A into the corresponding property of
the induced sublocales of Ad. (Most of the items on this list are of course well known.)
This table can be read in two ways: if a cover or a sublocale of A satises one of
the properties listed on the left, then pulling back along the dissolving map gives a
cover or a sublocale of Ad with the corresponding property listed on the right; to go
in the other direction one simply takes images. These entries are explained briey in
Section 1.2; more details can be found in [10].
1.1. Two examples
First we dene two spaces which will be used to motivate or illustrate the introduc-
tion of new concepts. The rst space is perhaps the simplest example of a space all of
whose points are rare. Its dissolution is isomorphic to the locale of rational numbers
and, by a result proved in the last section, none of its dissolutions is Boolean. The
second space is dened on the same set; in fact, it has the same specialization order as
the rst space. This space is an example of a space whose third dissolution is Boolean,
while its second dissolution is not.
Undened notions are explained in Section 1.2.
Let N<! be set of all nite sequences of natural numbers partially ordered by   
i there exists  such that  = k where k denotes concatenation of sequences. We
will abbreviate k(n) to kn. Note that each non-empty subset of N<! has a least
upper bound and that each subset is contained in the downward closure of its maximal
elements.
The topology of the rst space, X, is the weak topology, i.e. the topology generated
by all sets Xn # (). So every closed subspace of X is the intersection of families
consisting of nite unions of principal downward closed sets, equivalently, F X is
closed i # (F) = F and
(FX) fn j 9 such that knk2Fg is innite ) 2F:
The set of maximal elements M of any closed set F is dense in F . Since # (M −fmg)
is closed for every m2M; M has the discrete topology. Hence \A T0 space is sober
with spatial dissolution if and only if every closed set has a discrete dense subset." [5,
Theorem 7] implies that X is sober and has spatial dissolution (hence all sublocales
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of X are spatial); the same result also implies that the sobrication of any subspace
S 2X is just its closure under (FX).
Points (and hence all Boolean sublocales) of X are extremally rare because each
point  is contained in the almost disjoint smooth (sober) subspaces
W
k2n andW
k2n+ 1.
The dissolution of X is homeomorphic to the rationals because Xd is spatial, dense-
in-itself, zero-dimensional, countable and rst countable. Xd is rst countable because
the sets # ()−Wni=1 # (kki) are a basic system of neighborhoods of the point . Xd
is dense in itself because every point 2 W kn, hence F 2 clXd (WFfkng).
X can also be described as a subspace of the countable power S! of the Sierpinsky
space S=f0; 1g (with 0 the open point): each point (i1; : : : ; in) is mapped to the !-tuple
which is 0 everywhere but at i1; i1 + i2; : : : ; i1 +   + in−1 and i1 +   + in.
For any natural number n let Xn be the subspace of X of all sequences of length
at most n (X1 is the space of natural numbers with the conite topology), and let
Y be the subspace of all sequences (i1; : : : ; in) for which n  i1 (including the empty
sequence).
In [5] Isbell gave another example of a space X0 (not homeomorphic to X) whose
dissolution is homeomorphic to the rationals. His space has the same underlying set of
points but the specialization order is given by    i =0knk00 and =0km and
m n. A subset of X0 is closed i it is downward closed and closed under directed
joins.
The topology of the second space Z is similar. For each 2N<! choose a maximal
(proper) ideal I on N which contains all nite subsets of N. Let F = fS N j S 62
Ig= fS N jN n S 2 Ig. Then each F is a non-principal ultralter on N. For each
S Z put S = fn2N jkn2 Sg. A subset F Z is closed i F= # (F) and
(FZ) F 2F ) 2F:
The set of all downward closed subsets of Z satisfying (FZ) is closed under arbitrary
meets because each F is upward closed, and closed under nite joins because each
I is an ideal. U Z is open i U is upward closed and
(UZ) 2U ) U 2F:
Just as for X it follows that Z is sober, has spatial dissolution, that smallest dense
sublocales are sets of maximal points, and that the sobrication of any subspace S 2Z
is just its closure under (FZ).
A sober subspace C of Z is complemented i C satises (UZ) because C is com-
plemented i its set theoretic complement D is sober, i.e. closed under (FZ). So a set
S Z induces a complemented sober subspace i 2 S , S 2F.
C(Z) is closed under arbitrary joins in S(Z) because if 2 Wi2 I Ci, then either
2Ci for some i2 I in which case (UZ) is satised, or 2
W
i2 I Ci as the result of
closing o
S
Ci under (FZ) which also implies that (
W
Ci) 2F. So each smooth
sublocale of Z is complemented.
R is a rare sublocale of Z i for all 2R there exists a sequence 0 such that
k0 2R and Rk0 2 Ik0 . (Otherwise # ()^R would contain a nonzero complemented
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sober subspace.) This implies that k0 is locally closed in R. So every rare sublocale
of Z contains a (relatively) complemented Boolean sublocale. Furthermore all rare
sublocales of Z are barely rare because smooth sublocales are complemented.
1.2. Rare sublocales
A family S=fSi j i2 IgS(A) is distributive if for all S 2S(A); S^
W
Si=
W
(S^Si).
(Complemented sublocales are precisely the sublocales which distribute over all families
[2].) An equivalent condition is that F_Si =
W
FSi ; i.e. that the join of fSi j i2 Ig is
preserved under pullback along the dissolving map. Typical examples of distributive
families are: (i) nite families, (ii) families of open sublocales [4] and (iii) maximal
pairwise disjoint families of nonzero sublocales.
A family S= fSi j i2 IgS(A) is stable if its join is preserved by pullbacks along
arbitrary maps. A family S is stable if its join J is preserved by pullback along the
map c2;0 (the maps c2;0 are natural in A, and families of clopen sublocales are stable). If
C is any family of complemented sublocales of A; then C [ fM =VfA− C jC 2Cgg
is a stable cover of A because the relation M =
V
A − C is preserved by arbitrary
pullbacks (pulling back preserves all meets and nite joins of sublocales, hence in
particular complementedness).
Recall that any locale A has a smallest dense sublocale d(A):d(A) is Boolean and
its topology is isomorphic to the Boolean algebra of regular closed sublocales of A
(via the maps d(A) 3 B 7! clA(B);F 7! d(F)) [2,1.5]. Each open sublocale U of A
satises d(U ) = U ^ d(A). A sublocale S of A is dense in A if S d(A), nowhere
dense (in A) if S^d(A)=0 (notation: S nd A) and somewhere dense if S^d(A) 6= 0.
A complemented sublocale is nowhere dense i it has empty interior. Nowhere dense
sublocales N have nowhere dense closure. (Since d(clA(N )) = d(N ) is disjoint from
d(A); clA(N ) cannot contain any nonzero regular closed sublocales.)
A sublocale T of Ad is nowhere dense i its closure contains no nonzero clopen
sublocale because Ad is zero-dimensional. If T = FS for some S  A, then this is
equivalent to S contains no nonzero complemented sublocale. Call such sublocales
rare (notation: S rare A). (Several examples of rare sublocales were given in the
introduction.)
Rare sublocales are closed under nite joins because nowhere dense closed sublocales
are. Let R  S be sublocales of A. If R is rare in S then so is R ^ C in S ^ C for
all C 2C(A). Conversely, if C is a family of complemented sublocales of A such that
S=
WfS ^C jC 2Cg, then R is rare in S if R^C is rare in S ^C for all C 2C. (Pull
everything back to the dissolution Ad and then use the fact that nowhere-denseness is
a local property.)
Rare sublocales can also be described by their supplements. Recall that the sup-
plement supA(S) of a sublocale S of A is the join of all (complemented) sublocales
disjoint from S, or equivalently the smallest sublocale whose join with S is A (i.e.
the pseudocomplement of the nucleus jS) [9]. Rare sublocales of A are exactly the
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sublocales whose supplement is A. Taking supplements twice gives the smooth part
smA(S) of a sublocale S, the join of all complemented sublocales contained in S.
Smooth sublocales were introduced in [2] as those sublocales which can be written
as a join of complemented sublocales. It was shown there that S 2S(A) is smooth i
FS is regular closed in Ad and that the map S 7! d(FS) is an isomorphism from the
lattice of smooth sublocales to T(d(Ad)). Each smooth sublocale S can be written as
the join of a pdc-family in A. In fact any maximal pdc-family of sublocales contained
in S covers S.
Next, we dene two renements of the notion of rare sublocale which are used
mainly in the last section: barely rare and extremally rare sublocales. First note that
R  A is rare i there exists a pdc-family F of sublocales disjoint from R such that
R  WF. A rare sublocale R is barely rare i for any pdc-family F as above there
exists C 2C(A) such that R  C  WF;R is extremally rare i there exist disjoint
pdc-families F and G of sublocales disjoint from R such that R  WF ^WG.
More generally, we dene the rareness (S) of S 2S(A) to be the least cardinal
strictly larger than the cardinality of any pairwise disjoint set of pdc-families Fi of
sublocales disjoint from S such that for all i; S  WFi : S is rare i (S) 2, barely
rare i (S) = 2, and extremally rare i (S)> 2.
1.3. Boolean sublocales
Let S 2S(A): S is completely determined by the complemented (locally closed)
sublocales C of A disjoint from it (S =
V
A − C), and also by the Boolean sublo-
cales B of A contained in it (S =
W
B). The latter induces a decomposition on B(A):
for B2B(A) put B+ = B ^ S and B− = B − B+. Then S = WB+ and each B− can
be extended to a complemented sublocale C of A all of whose Boolean sublocales D
satisfy D=D−. For any choice of such complemented sublocales we have S=
V
A−C.
(Clearly
W
B+  VA−C. If the inequality were strict then there would exist a nonzero
Boolean sublocale disjoint from
W
B+ and contained in
V
A− C; consider its decom-
position.) These two properties characterize decompositions on B(A) obtained from
sublocales S as above. In this section we consider three decomposition of Boolean
sublocales induced by  and the two chain conditions dened below.
The depth dp(S) of a sublocale S of A is the least ordinal strictly larger than the
length of any well-ordered  rare-chain ending at S, while the coheight coht(S) of a
sublocale S of A is the least ordinal strictly larger than the length of any well-ordered
rare-chain starting at S. These denitions are a bit awkward (\the least ordinal strictly
larger") but we need to distinguish between nite chains of unbounded length and
!-indexed chains.
Proposition 1. Let B be a Boolean sublocale of A. Let 2fcoht;dp; g: B has a
unique decomposition B=
‘
2Ord B if 2fcoht;dpg; respectively; B=
‘
2Card B
if =; such that (S)= for all nonzero S  B. There exists a pdu-family fUg
in F = clA(B) such that B = B ^ U and (S)   for all nonzero S  U.
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Proof. We may assume that B=d(A) because the restriction of any rare-chain starting
(respectively,  rare-chain ending) at B to clA(B) induces another such chain of the
same length, and because the restriction of any pdc-family to clA(B) induces another
pdc-family.
We need the following lemma:
Lemma 2. If SS(A) is any family of sublocales of coheight (depth; rareness) at
least ; then d(
W
S) also has coheight (depth; rareness) at least .
Proof. We may assume that S has dense join in A. Well order S as fS j <g for
some ordinal . Put B=d(S−clA(
WfB j<g)); then B=fB j <g is pairwise
disjoint and
W
B  d(
W
S) (a straightforward induction). Furthermore (B)  for
each  because B  S. Put P = clA(
WfBj  g) − clA(WfBj < g). Then
fPj < g is a pdc-family and P ^
W
B = B.
First we consider the case 2fcoht;dpg. Choose rare-chains (respectively,  rare-
chains) R = fR; j<g starting (respectively, ending) at B. We may assume that
R;  P for all <. Put R=
W
 R;. Then R=fR j<g is a rare-chain starting
(respectively,  rare-chain ending) at
W
B  d(
W
S), and hence (d(
W
S)) .
Next, if = and if  is any cardinal strictly below , we can choose for each  sets
fR; j<g of pairwise disjoint pdc-families R;S(P) which are disjoint from
B. Then f
S
R; j<g is a pairwise disjoint set of pdc-families which proves that
(d(
W
S))>.
Now put C =
WfB2B(A) j(B)>g and V = A − clA(C). Then (d(V))  
while the lemma implies that (d(C))>. Since fCg is a decreasing sequence of
sublocales which eventually reaches 0; fVg and fd(V) = V ^ d(A)g are increasing
sequences which eventually reach A, respectively, d(A). Since V _ C is dense in
A; d(A) = d(V) + (d(A) ^ d(C)).
Put B = d(V) ^
V
< d(C). Then B = d(V) −
W
< d(V) because d(V) and
d(A)^d(C) are complements in d(A). (S)=  for any nonzero S  B: (S)  
because S ^C = 0; (S)  because S  d(C) for all <. So B ^ B0 = 0 for
 6= 0. WB = d(A) because WB =W(d(V) −W< d(V)) =Wd(V) = d(A). So
we get the desired decomposition.
Finally, put U = V − clA(
W
< B). Then U ^ d(A) = B, and (S)   for all
nonzero S  U because U and C are disjoint.
Corollary 3. Every B2B(A) has a decomposition B = Bc + Br into a complemented
sublocale Bc and a rare sublocale Br; Bc is open in clA(B): B is smooth i B is
complemented i B is locally closed.
Proof. Put Bc =B1 and Br =
‘
>1 B in the decomposition induced by coht. Since B1
is dense and complemented in U1; U1 − B1 is the largest nowhere dense sublocale of
U1 and therefore closed. So B1 is open in U1 and hence also in clA(B) ([12, Lemma
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2:2] contains another proof of this fact). This implies that B is complemented i it is
locally closed.
If B is smooth then B is the join of complemented Boolean sublocales Bi. Since
each Bi  Bc; B=
W
Bi  Bc  B and hence B is complemented.
1.4. Scattered and dense in themselves locales
To adapt the denitions of scattered and of dense-in-itself space to locales, we replace
‘point (discrete subspace)’ and ‘(set theoretic) complement’ by ‘Boolean sublocale’ and
‘supplement’ respectively. So a locale is scattered if every nonzero closed sublocale
contains a nonzero open Boolean sublocale, and dense in itself if every Boolean sub-
locale has dense supplement.
Proposition 4. For any locale A the following are equivalent:
(1) A is scattered;
(2) the smallest dense sublocale d(S) is open in S for all sublocales S of A;
(3) each sublocale S of A has a largest nowhere dense sublocale.
Proof. (3) is just the contrapositive of (2) (observing that largest nowhere dense sub-
locales are necessarily closed). Since (2) clearly implies (1) it remains to show that
(1) implies (2). First note that it suces to show that d(S) is open in its closure,
equivalently that each closed sublocale F=F0 contains a dense open Boolean sublocale.
To construct such a sublocale remove recursively nonzero open Boolean sublocales
B+1 from clA(intA(F+1)), where F+1 =F−B and F=
V
< F at limit ordinals ,
until F is nowhere dense. Then
W
B is a dense open Boolean sublocale of F0, and
hence equal to d(S).
Proposition 5. For any locale A the following are equivalent:
(1) A is dense in itself;
(2) the smallest dense sublocale d(A) is rare in A; i.e. A is covered by its nowhere
dense sublocales;
(3) there exists a family of nowhere dense sublocales with dense join in A;
(4) complemented Boolean sublocales are nowhere dense in A.
Proof. (1) , (4). For any Boolean sublocale B = Bc + Br of A we have sup(B) =
sup(Bc) = A− Bc which is dense i Bc is nowhere dense.
(2) , (3). d(A) is rare in A i d(A)  sup(d(A)) i there exist sublocales Si
disjoint from d(A) such that d(A)  W Si.
(2) , (4). First note that sublocales of complemented (respectively rare) Boolean
sublocales are again complemented (respectively rare). So d(A) is rare in A i d(A)c=0
i all complemented Boolean sublocales are disjoint from d(A).
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The notions of scattered and of dense-in-itself locale are conservative extensions of
the topological denitions for sober spaces because complemented (in particular open
or closed) sublocales of spatial locales are spatial [6,1.3].
2. -soluble locales
First we introduce -soluble and -insoluble locales and the -obstruction ob(A) 
A which measures the degree to which A fails to have Boolean th dissolution. Then
we prove a few general facts relating these notions before considering the cases   4
in more detail.
Call a locale A -soluble if its th dissolution Ad is Boolean. If Ad is not Boolean
then d(Ad) has nonzero supplement: the join of all nowhere dense sublocales of Ad .
The -obstruction ob(A) (to being -soluble) is the image of this supplement in A,
i.e. put
ob(A) = c;0(supAd (d(Ad))): (1)
Since images preserve joins ob(A)=
Wfc;0(N ) jN nowhere dense in Adg. Clearly A
is -soluble i ob(A) = 0. 1 If ob(A) = A, then we call A -insoluble. (Note that 0
is both -soluble and -insoluble.)
Proposition 6. For any locale A we have
ob(A) =
^
fD2C(A) jA− D is -soluble (and open if = 0)g: (2)
In particular; A is -insoluble i it contains no nonzero complemented (if   1);
respectively, open (if = 0); -soluble sublocales.
Proof. Since ob(A) is the meet of complemented sublocales of A it suces to de-
termine which complemented sublocales are disjoint from ob(A). C is disjoint from
ob(A) i its inverse image I under c;0 is disjoint from ob0(Ad), that is i I is
contained in d(Ad) (Corollary 3), hence i C is -soluble and has open inverse image
I . This is equivalent to C is an open Boolean sublocale of A if  = 0, and to C is
-soluble if   1, because the inverse image of any complemented sublocale of A
under c1;0 is clopen in Ad, and hence also in all higher order dissolutions.
Despite its lack of concreteness (what are the -soluble sublocales?), this proposition
has a few useful corollaries.
Corollary 7. For each locale A; fob(A) j 2Ordg is a decreasing sequence of sublo-
cales of A.
1 In [12] Simmons characterized n-soluble locales (n2N) using a recursively dened operator. After un-
folding this recursive denition and translating it into localic terminology this characterization becomes ‘A
is n-soluble i clA(obn(A)) = 0’. However, the real problem, describing obn(A), is not discussed in [12].
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Proof. If a locale A is -soluble, then it is also -soluble for all  .
Corollary 8. -insoluble sublocales are closed under arbitrary joins. In particular;
each locale A has a largest -insoluble sublocale ins(A).
Proof. If S is any family of -insoluble sublocales of A, and if C is -soluble and
complemented in I =
W
S, then C=C ^WS=WfC ^S j S 2Sg=0 because for each
S; C ^ S is -soluble and complemented in S and hence 0.
For the last corollary we need some more notation. Put ob1 (A) =
Vfob(A) j
2Ordg, where ob+1 (A)=ob(ob(A)) and for limit ordinals ;ob(A)=
Vfob(A) j
<g.
Corollary 9. For all S 2S(A) we have ob(S)  ob(A)^ S; and equality holds if S
is complemented (2Ord [ f1g).
Proof. For =1 it suces to observe that (i) if C is -soluble and complemented in
A, then so is C ^ S in S, and (ii) if S is complemented, then C  S is complemented
in A i it is complemented in S. For > 1 use induction.
The largest -insoluble sublocale of a locale A and its -obstruction are closely
related.
Proposition 10. For any locale A; and any  we have ins(A) = ob
1
 (A); if  2
then ob(A) is -insoluble and hence ins(A) = ob(A).
Proof. That ob1 (A) is -insoluble is clear. Conversely if S is any -insoluble sub-
locale of A, then S=ob1 (S)  S^ob1 (A) and hence S  ob1 (A). Now assume that
 2 and that S is a complemented -soluble sublocale of ob(A). Then S=C^ob(A)
for some complemented sublocale C of A [6, 1.10]. Proposition 6 and the preceding
corollary imply that
S = C ^ ob(A) = ob(C) =
^
fD2C(C) jC − D is -solubleg:
Then fSg[fE 2C(C) jE is -solubleg is a stable cover of C. So I=c−1;0(C)=c−1;0(S)_W
c−1;0(C − D) is a union of clopen ( 2) Boolean sublocales of Ad , and therefore
contained in d(Ad); so C is -soluble. But this means that S=0 and hence that ob(A)
is -insoluble.
The case  = 0 is well understood. 0-soluble just means Boolean and by Corollary
3 we have
ob0(A) = sup(d(A)) = A− int(d(A)); (3)
hence ins0(A)=ob
1
0 (A) is the largest dense-in-itself (closed) sublocale of A. So A is
0-insoluble i A is dense in itself. Since there exist scattered spaces of arbitrary high
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Cantor{Bendixson rank, arbitrary high powers of ob0(A) may be necessary to compute
ins0(A). Details are given in [11,12].
Next, we consider the case =1. Since the images of the nowhere dense sublocales
of Ad are precisely the rare sublocales we get the rst equality in
ob1(A) =
_
R(A) =
^
fA− B jB2C(A) & B2B(A)g: (4)
The second equality holds because the decomposition induced by ob1(A) on each
B2B(A) is just the decomposition B=Bc +Br of Corollary 3. B+Br follows directly
from the rst equality in Eq. (4), while B−Bc because ob1(A)^Bc=0 by Proposition 6.
Eq. (4) implies that a locale A has a largest rare sublocale i ob1(A) is rare i the
complemented Boolean sublocales of A form a cover of A. Since B(A) is a distributive
cover of A, Ad is covered by its closed Boolean sublocales; hence Ad has a largest rare
sublocale, and Ad2 has a largest nowhere dense sublocale N . N is necessarily closed;
so its complement, d(Ad2), is open. This was rst observed by Wilson [15, 23.9].
1-soluble locales were rst characterized by Beazer and Macnab [1, Theorem 2]
who proved the equivalence of (1) and (3) below (more precisely of (1) and (2) of
Proposition 4). Equivalence of (1) and (4) is due to Simmons [12, Lemma 4.2].
Theorem 11. For any locale A the following are equivalent:
(1) A is 1-soluble;
(2) all (Boolean) sublocales of A are complemented;
(3) A is scattered;
(4) 0 is the only rare sublocale of A;
(5) A is stably covered by its complemented Boolean sublocales.
Proof. That (1), (4) and (5) are equivalent follows from the description of ob1(A)
above and the fact that a family of complemented sublocales is a stable cover i the
intersection of the respective complements is zero.
(1)) (2) because T(Ad) ’ S(A)op.
(2)) (3): If F is any closed sublocale of A, then d(F) is complemented in A and
hence open in its closure F , i.e. A is scattered.
(3)) (4): If R is rare in A, then so is d(R) in its closure F . But since d(R) is also
open in F (A is scattered), d(R) = 0 and therefore also R= 0.
To characterize 1-insoluble locales we introduce the following notions.
A family PCI(A) is perfect if for each F 2P there exists a family FF P of
nowhere dense sublocales of F whose join is dense in F . Any sublocale contained in
a perfect family is closed and dense-in-itself, hence a perfect sublocale of A. A family
PC(A) is almost perfect if for each C 2P there exists a pdc-family CC P of
nowhere dense sublocales of C whose join is dense in C.
The skeleton skel(F) of any family F of locales is the set fd(F) jF 2Fg.
The notion of perfect and almost perfect families are essentially equivalent. If P is
almost perfect then the family fclA(C) jC 2Pg is perfect and has the same skeleton
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as P. Conversely, if P is perfect then T(P) =
SfT(F) jF 2Pg is almost perfect
because for any C 2T(P) there exists a family F of nowhere dense closed sublocales
of F = clA(C); whose join is dense in F . Restricting F to C, well-ordering it and
removing from each of its elements the closure of the join of its predecessors gives
a pdc-family whose join is dense in C. The skeleton of T(P) is just the closure of
skel(P) under arbitrary sublocales.
The notion of perfect family is more natural, but almost perfect families have a
technical advantage (pairwise disjointness).
Theorem 12. For any locale A the following are equivalent:
(1) A is 1-insoluble;
(2) all Boolean sublocales of A are rare;
(3) all closed sublocales of A are dense in themselves;
(4) Ad is dense in itself;
(5) each nonzero (locally) closed sublocale of A is contained in some (almost) perfect
family;
(6) each B2B(A) is contained in the skeleton of a (an almost) perfect family;
(7) for all B2B(A); coht(B)!+ 1.
Proof. (1), (2) follows from the denition of 1-insoluble and Eq. (4).
(2) , (3): A sublocale of A is rare in A i it is rare in its closure. Hence
Proposition 5 implies that all Boolean sublocales are rare in A i all closed sublo-
cales of A are dense in themselves.
(2)) (4): B(A) is a distributive cover of A, hence it induces a cover of Ad. If all
Boolean sublocales of A are rare, then the induced cover of Ad consists of nowhere
dense sublocales, i.e. Ad is dense-in-itself.
(4)) (2): Since all closed Boolean sublocales are nowhere dense in Ad, all Boolean
sublocales of A are rare in A.
(3) ) (5): If F 6= 0 is closed in A then it is dense in itself. So there exists a
family P1 of nowhere dense closed sublocales of F which cover F . Now construct
recursively families Pn+1 of closed sublocales such that each G 2Pn is covered by its
closed sublocales contained in Pn+1. Then P=
S
Pn is a perfect family.
(5)) (6): For each BB(A); clA(B) is contained in some (almost) perfect family
F. Hence B2 skel(F).
(6) ) (7): By the remarks preceding this theorem, both versions of (6) are equiv-
alent. The closure F of any Boolean sublocale R0 of A is contained in some almost
perfect family P. Let fCig be a pdc-family of nowhere dense sublocales of F whose
join is dense in F . Put R1 =
W
d(Ci). Then R0 is rare in R1. For each Ci we can nd
pdc-families fCijg of nowhere dense sublocales of Ci whose join is dense in Ci. R1
is rare in R2 =
W
d(Cij) because the Ci are pairwise disjoint. Now use recursion to
construct a rare-chain fRng (R! =
W
Rn).
(7) ) (2). S 2S(A) is rare in A i coht(S) 1.
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Corollary 13. A locale is 1-insoluble i it is 2-insoluble.
Proof. If Ad is dense in itself then d(Ad) is rare in Ad, hence d(Ad)ob1(Ad), and
therefore ob2(A) = c(ob1(Ad)) = A.
So we get
ob2(A) = ins2(A) = ins1(A) = ob
1
1 (A); (5)
the rst and the third equation follow from Proposition 10, the second equation from
the preceding corollary.
Furthermore, the decomposition induced by ob2(A) on B(A) is given by B+ =WfB0B j coht(B0)! + 1g, equivalently B+ is the largest sublocale of B which
is contained in the skeleton of some perfect family.
More generally, the decomposition induced by ob1(A) for <! is given by
B+ =
_
fB0B j coht(B0)>g=
_
fB0B jdp(B0)>g
and B− is the largest sublocale of B all of whose sublocales have coheight (equivalently
depth) at most . For ! we get
B+ =
_
fB0B j coht(B0)>! or dp(B0)>g
and B− is the largest sublocale of B all of whose sublocales have coheight at most !
and depth at most .
The next proposition will mainly be used to describe dierences in the dissolutions
of X and Z. But it also answers two questions by Simmons (see below).
Proposition 14. Let A be a dense in itself; i.e. ob1(A)d(A). Then
(1) ob2(A)d(A) i A is contained in some perfect family;
(2) ob1(A) = d(A) i all nowhere dense sublocales of A are scattered;
(3) ob1(A) = ob2(A) i A has no complemented sublocales  nd-minimal among
complemented dense-in-themselves sublocales.
Proof. (1) follows directly from the remarks following Eq. (5).
(2) ob1(A) = d(A) i d(A) is the largest rare sublocale of A, i.e. i A is dense in
itself and all nowhere dense sublocales of A are scattered.
(3) ob1(A) = ob2(A) i ob1(A) has no nonzero complemented Boolean sublocale.
Since all complemented sublocales of ob1(A) are the restrictions of complemented
sublocales of A to ob1(A) [6, 1:10] this is equivalent to: A has no nonzero comple-
mented sublocale C with ob1(C) = d(C). Hence if C 2C(A) is nonzero then it has a
nowhere dense dense-in-itself complemented sublocale.
In [13, p. 452] Simmons asked which closed sublocales F are the complements of
the xed points of the nucleus j induced by ob2(A). Since A− F is a xed point of
j i ob2(A) ^ F = ob2(F) is dense in F , F is the complement of a xed point of j
i F is embeddable into some perfect family.
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If X is a sober TD space, then pl(X ) = ob1(X ). Complemented Boolean sublocales
of X are just the discrete subspaces (points of X are complemented, and complemented
sublocales of X are spatial [6, 1:3]).
Since each dense-in-itself metrizable space contains a subspace homeomorphic to the
rational numbers, each dense-in-itself metrizable space X satises pl(X ) = ob1(X ) =
ob2(X ) (Q has no  nd-minimal complemented sublocales). This answers another
question of Simmons [13, p. 456] about the Cantor set and the space of irrationals.
All spaces Xn are 2-soluble because ob1(Xn+1) =Xn and hence ob2(Xn) = ob
n+1
1
(Xn) = 0. Y is an example of a space where we have to go up to stage ! to compute
ob2(Y). Replacing sequences of maximal length in Xn by copies of Y gives spaces
Wn for which ob
!
1 (Wn)=Xn−1. It is straightforward to extend this argument to show
that arbitrarily large powers of ob1(−) may be necessary to compute ob2(−).
To complete our discussion of the case  = 2, it remains to characterize 2-soluble
locales. The equivalence (1) , (3) in the characterization below is essentially due to
Simmons who showed that A is 2-soluble i ob11 (A) = 0 [14, Theorem 9:5]. (1) )
(2) is related to Wilson’s result that d(Ad2) is the colimit of all Boolean sublocales of
A in [15, 24:1].
Theorem 15. For any locale A the following are equivalent:
(1) A is 2-soluble;
(2) A is stably covered by its Boolean sublocales;
(3) each S A has a largest rare sublocale;
(4) A satises (ACC) for rare inclusions;
(5) each 0 6= S A has a nonzero complemented Boolean sublocale;
(6) each S A is covered by its complemented Boolean sublocales.
Proof. (1) ) (2). Since B(A) is a distributive cover of A, fc−11;0(B) jB2B(A)g is a
cover of Ad by closed sublocales, and hence fc−12;0(B) jB2B(A)g is a family of clopen
Boolean sublocales of Ad2 with dense join. But since A is 2-soluble, d(Ad2) = Ad2 . So
pullback along c2;0 preserves the join of B(A) which is therefore stable.
(2) ) (1). If A is stably covered by its Boolean sublocales then Ad is stably covered
by its closed Boolean sublocales; so Ad is 1-soluble.
(1) , (3) follows from Theorem 11 and the correspondence between rare and closed
nowhere dense sublocales of Ad and A, respectively.
(3) , (6) is the remark following Eq. (4).
(6) ) (5) is clear.
(5)) (1). If S contains a nonzero complemented Boolean sublocale, then ob1(S)<S.
Hence ob1(A)ob21(A)    is a decreasing sequence which is strictly decreasing
while nonzero. So ob11 (A) = 0.
(1) , (4) follows because ob2(A) is the join of all !-indexed  rare-chains.
We start our discussion of the case =3 by looking at the 1- and the 2-obstruction
of the dissolution of 2-insoluble locales A. Since A is 2-insoluble, Ad is dense-in-itself
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and hence ob1(Ad)d(Ad). A is 3-insoluble if ob1(Ad) = ob2(Ad), since the image
under c of any dense sublocale of Ad is all of A. If ob1(Ad)>ob2(A), then there exist
closed sublocales FS of Ad which satisfy ob1(FS) = d(FS) and hence ob2(FS) = 0. If
FS is such a sublocale, then S is necessarily 3-soluble and 2-insoluble because ob1(FS)
is dense in FS .
Proposition 16. For any locale A the following are equivalent:
(1) ob1(Ad)d(Ad);
(2) every rare sublocale of A is 2-soluble;
(3) 8B2B(A); coht(B)!+ 1.
A is 2-insoluble i equality holds in (1); respectively (3).
Proof. (1) , (2) is essentially Proposition 14 (2).
(2) ) (3). If fR j <!+2g is any  rare-chain, then I =
W
<! R is 2-insoluble
and I R! rareR!+1. If every rare sublocale of A is 2-soluble, no such chains exist,
i.e. all Boolean sublocales of A have coheight !+ 1.
(3) ) (2). Any 2-insoluble sublocale I occurs as R! in some  rare-chain fRg.
(3) implies that such a chain cannot be extended beyond R!, hence that I is not rare
in A. Hence ob2(R) = 0 for all rare sublocales R of A.
The last statement follows from the remarks preceding this proposition and
Theorem 12.
Since each nonzero rare subspace of Z contains a locally closed point, Z is a
2-insoluble space which satises conditions (1){(3) above. Since pl(Zd) = ob1(Zd),
as for any sober TD space, (1) above implies that pl(Zd) = d(Zd).
Z0 rareZ1 rare     rareZ!=Z is a chain of rare inclusions of length ! in Z.
Using ultralters in the denition of the topology of Z prevents the chain from growing
‘sideways’ as in X0\Even<! rareX1\Even<! rare     rareEven<! rareX. The
next proposition shows that in fact all Boolean sublocales of X have coheight at least
!+ 1 in any 2-insoluble sublocale of X:
Proposition 17. For any locale A the following are equivalent:
(1) ob1(Ad) = ob2(Ad);
(2) each Boolean sublocale B of A has coheight at least ! + 2 in any 2-insoluble
sublocale I containing it;
(3) A has no  rare-minimal 2-insoluble sublocales.
Proof. (1) , (3) follows directly from Proposition 14.
(3) ) (2). Let B be a Boolean sublocale of a 2-insoluble sublocale I A. B=B1+B2
where cohtI (B2)! + 2, and cohtI (S)! + 1 for all S B1. By Proposition 1 we
can extend B1 to a complemented sublocale C of I such that all nonzero sublocales
of C have coheight at most ! + 1. C is 2-insoluble since I is. By (3) there exists
a rare 2-insoluble sublocale J of C which is nonzero if C is. Now extend d(J )<J
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to a  rare-chain d(J ) = R0 rare : : : R! = J  rare I (Theorem 12). Since any nonzero
sublocale of C has coheight at most !+ 1; 0 = d(J ) = J = C.
(2) ) (3). Let I be a 2-insoluble sublocale of A. Then d(I)<I extends to a
 rare-chain d(I)=R0 rare : : : R! rare R!+1 in A. But then J=
W
<! R is 2-insoluble
and rare in I because J R! rare R!+1 I .
Condition (2) above implies that each Boolean sublocale of a 2-insoluble locale A
satisfying ob1(Ad) = ob2(Ad) has coheight at least 2!.
The 3-obstruction of a locale A is by denition the image of the 2-obstruction of
its dissolution under the dissolving map. Now ob2(Ad) is the join of all skeletons of
perfect families in Ad. But since images commute with joins, and since c(S)=c(clAd (S))
for any S 2S(Ad) we get that ob3(A) is the join of the images of all perfect families
in Ad. Since perfect families are dened entirely in terms of closed sublocales and
nowhere dense inclusions between them, it is easy to describe the images of perfect
families of Ad in A. Call a family SS(A) rarefying if each S 2S is the join of
its rare sublocales contained in S. Note that each element S of a rarefying family is
2-insoluble because ob1(S) =
WfR rareSg= S. We have
ob3(A) =
_
fS 2S(A) j S 2S for some rarefying family Sg: (6)
Theorem 18. For any locale A the following are equivalent:
(1) A is 3-insoluble;
(2) A is covered by rarefying families;
(3) A is contained in some rarefying family.
Proof. (1) and (2) are equivalent by the description of ob3(A) above. (3) clearly
implies (2), and the converse follows from the observation that joins of rarefying
families are again rarefying.
Theorem 19. For any locale A the following are equivalent:
(1) A is 3-soluble;
(2) A contains no nontrivial rarefying families;
(3) A is contained in the closure of the empty set under the operation:
T 7! fS j 8R rareS; fR ^ T jT 2Tg is a stable cover of Rg; (7)
dened on subsets of S(A).
Proof. Again the equivalence of (1) and (2) is clear by the description of ob3(A)
above. (1) and (3) are equivalent because (3) is equivalent to: Ad is contained in the
closure C of the empty family under the operation
T 7! fF j 8N  ndF; fN ^ T jT 2Tg is a stable cover of Ng; (8)
dened on families TCl(Ad). But this is exactly the operation which maps fF 2
Cl(Ad) jF^ob1(A)=0g to fF 2Cl(Ad) jF^ob+11 (A)=0g, hence Ad 2C, ob11 (Ad)=
0.
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Corollary 20. A is 3-soluble if it satises (DCC) for rare inclusions between 1-
insoluble sublocales of A.
The use of ultralters in the construction of Z was almost unavoidable. If X is any
3-soluble, 2-insoluble spatial locale, then X contains a 2-insoluble complemented, hence
spatial sublocale P all of whose Boolean sublocales are barely rare (by Proposition 1
and Theorem 26). For x2P let SC(clP(x)) be a set of sublocales of clP(x) disjoint
from fxg such that x2 WS. Dene a map  : P(S)! 2 (2 the two-element lattice)
by (A) = 1 , x2 WA. It is straightforward to check that if S is pairwise disjoint,
then  is necessarily a lattice homomorphism (x is barely rare in P) and that −1(1)
is therefore a nonprincipal ultralter.
The description of ob4(A) given below is rather complicated. Since I do not have
any examples of 4-soluble 3-insoluble locales (I am not sure that such locales exist) I
will omit all details.
For any family SS(A) and any M A abbreviate 8F 2S, F ^ M  rareM to
S rareM . Call a collection C of families of sublocales (each of which is closed under
stable covers) of A a 4-family if for each family S2C there exist families Si 2C
such that (i)
T
Si=S, and (ii) for all i, for all nonzero M 2S(A), S rareM implies
that there exists N 2Si such that N ^M is not rare in M .
Then we have
ob4(A) =
_( ^
S 2S
sup(S) jS in some 4-family C
)
: (9)
Condition (i) is equivalent to
W
i(
V
S 2Si Ad − FS) =
V
S 2S Ad − FS . Condition (ii)
is equivalent to
V
S 2Si Ad − FS is rare in
V
S 2S Ad − FS for all i. So the fam-
ily fVS 2S Ad − FS jS2Cg is a rarefying family in Ad. Since VS 2S sup(S) =
c1;0(
V
S 2S Ad − FS) we get the formula above for ob4(A).
3. Insoluble locales
Call a locale A soluble if there exists an  such that A is -soluble, call A insoluble
if A is -insoluble for all . Our goal in this section is to prove that if all Boolean
sublocales of A are extremally rare in A then A is insoluble. Since the space X has
this property, it, and also its dissolution Q, do not have a Boolean coreection. This
implies that a metrizable space has a Boolean coreection i it is scattered because all
dense-in-themselves metrizable spaces contain a copy of the rational numbers. (Note
that there exist metrizable locales which are 2-soluble but not scattered, e.g. the join
of d(QQ) _Wq2Qfqg  d(Q) in QQ).
A family C2C(A) is divisible if for each C 2C there exist disjoint pdc-families
CC1 , C
C
2 C of nowhere dense sublocales of C whose respective joins are dense in C.
Boolean sublocales contained in the skeleton of some divisible family are extremally
rare.
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A family S2S(A) is extremally rarefying if for each S 2S there exist disjoint
families SS1 ; S
S
2 S of extremally rare sublocales of S such that S =
W
SS1 =
W
SS2 .
Note that pulling back extremally rarefying families along dissolving maps produces
divisible families. I do not know whether images of divisible families necessarily pro-
duce extremally rarefying families (the images of the nowhere dense inclusions may
not be extremally rare).
Theorem 21. For any locale A the following are equivalent:
(1) all Boolean sublocales of A are extremally rare;
(2) A is covered by its extremally rare (Boolean) sublocales;
(3) each B2B(A) is contained in the skeleton of some divisible family;
(4) for all B2B(A); (B)>@0.
Proof. (1)) (3); (4). We construct recursively pdc-families C (2f1; 2g<!) which
satisfy (i) C and C0 are disjoint unless one of  and 0 is an initial segment of the
other, and (ii) CDk0 is a family of nowhere dense (if 
0 6= ()) sublocales of D with
dense join for all D2C, where CDk0 = fC 2Ck0 jC Dg.
Let B2B(A) with closure F . Put C()=fFg. Assume we have constructed pdc-families
C for all nite sequences of length at most n. Let  be a sequence of length n. Since
for all C 2C, d(C) is extremally rare in C, there exist disjoint pdc-families CCk1 and
CCk2 of nowhere dense sublocales of C.
Now put Ck1 =
S
CCk1 and Ck2 =
S
CCk2. Then fCg is a divisible family whose
skeleton contains B, and fC1k:::k1k2g is a countable pairwise disjoint set of pdc-families
whose respective joins contain B.
(3)) (2) and (4)) (1) are clear.
(2) ) (1) follows from Lemma 2: if B2B(A) then F = clA(B) is covered by
extremally rare sublocales, hence B= d(F) is also extremally rare.
Call locales which satisfy conditions (1){(4) above, strongly insoluble.
Corollary 22. Strongly insoluble sublocales are closed under joins. In particular; each
locale A has a largest strongly insoluble sublocale.
If each element of a family of sublocales is covered by extremally rare sublocales
then so is their join.
The next proposition provides the inductive step at successor ordinals for proving
that strongly insoluble locales are insoluble.
Proposition 23. Any strongly insoluble locale is contained in some extremally
rarefying family.
Proof. It suces to show that for every Boolean sublocale of a strongly insoluble
locale A there exist disjoint pd-families F and G of extremally rare strongly insoluble
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sublocales of A such that B WF=WG, because (i) the join J of any two maximal
such families is A (if J <A, consider d(C) for a nonzero complemented sublocale of
A disjoint from J ), and (ii) we can extend F and G recursively to extremally rarefying
families. We may also assume that B= d(A).
First we construct recursively pdc-families C and CD as in the proof of (1)) (4)
Theorem 21; but here we rene all families constructed at stage n into countably many
pairwise disjoint pdc-families, i.e. 2N<!. This is possible because each B2B(A)
satises (B)>@0.
For all  and all D2C put
ED =
_
fd(C) jC 2CDk and 2f1; 2g<!g: (10)
ED is strongly insoluble because it is covered by its extremally rare Boolean sub-
locales (if C 2CDk; 2f1; 2g<!, then d(C) is covered by the restrictions of the disjoint
pdc-families CDkk1 and C
D
kk2 to E
D
 .
ED is extremally rare in D because E
D
 is contained in the respective joins of the
disjoint pdc-families
SfCDkk3 j 2f1; 2g<!g and SfCDkk4 j 2f1; 2g<!g, whose el-
ements are disjoint from ED .
To complete the proof we have to nd two disjoint pd-families F and G such that
d(A) WF=WG. PutF=fEDkn j n 3; (kn) is oddg and G=fEDkn j n 3; (kn) is
eveng where  just counts the length of  by removing all 1s and 2s.
Note that the strongly insoluble, extremally rare sublocale EA() constructed above is
dense in A.
Because pulling back extremally rarefying along dissolving maps produces divisible
families we get:
Corollary 24. If A is strongly insoluble; Ad contains a dense strongly insoluble sub-
locale.
It remains to consider the case of limit ordinals. The preceding corollary allows us
to construct up to some limit ordinal , a subchain fA; f; :A ! A j<<g of
the chain fAd j <g of dissolutions such that all locales A are strongly insoluble,
and all maps f; are epimorphisms (i.e. each A+1 is dense in (A)d).
Lemma 25. A = lim< A has a dense strongly insoluble sublocale.
Proof. The sets BF =ff−1; (F) jF 2Cl(A)g and BS =ff−1; (A) j S 2S(A)g are bases
for Cl(A), and all maps f; are epimorphisms [3]. More precisely, there is a 1{1
correspondence between T 2Cl(A) and chains fT 2S(A)g such that T is dense inV
< f
−1
;(T), induced by the maps T 7! fIT;=f;(T )g and fTg 7!
V
< f
−1
; (T).
T is nonzero i all T are.
Let F G 2Cl(A). F is nowhere dense in G if all IF; are rare in IG;:
let F 0 2Cl(A); F 0G such that F _ F 0 = G. Then IF; _ IF0 ;  = IG; for all . If
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all IF; are rare in IG;, then IF0 ;  supIG; (IF;) = IG;. So F 0 = G and hence F is
nowhere dense in G.
Given Fi; F 2Cl(A) with FiF for all i.
W
Fi is dense in F if
W
IFi; = IF; for
all < because f;(
W
Fi) =
W
f;(Fi) =
W
IFi; = IF; and because clA(
W
Fi) =V
f−1;(f;(
W
Fi)).
It suces to show that d(A) is contained in the joins of two disjoint pdf-families
F;GCl(A) such that each T 2F [ G has strongly insoluble images IT; in all A
because then we can use recursion to construct a divisible family which contains A.
To do this start with any two disjoint pd-familiesF and G of extremally rate strongly
insoluble sublocales of A which cover A. Extend these to chains which correspond
to nonzero sublocales of A by choosing dense, extremally rare, strongly insoluble,
sublocales S+1 of f−1+1; (S). (This is possible: take for instance S+1 = E
f−1+1; (S)
() .)
Whenever these chains fail to cover at some stage < use the fact that A is contained
in an extremally rarefying family to start additional chains.
So we have nished proving:
Theorem 26. Strongly insoluble locales are insoluble.
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